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pace meets 
precision
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“You never change things by 
fighting the existing reality. 
To change something, build 
a new model that makes the 

existing model obsolete.” 

- Fuller
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According to the AI in Fintech Market Report by 
Mordor Intelligence, globally, AI in the fintech market 
is expected to reach

 USD 26.67 BILLION 

by 2026, with a CAGR of 23.17%.

According to MarketScreener, by 2022, the global 
financial sector will be worth 

 USD 26.5 TRILLION 

with a CAGR of 6%.
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FocsFI has 120+ combined years of experience using innovation to transform Financial Enterprises from the 
inside out. With a roster of former bankers, credit officers, financial analysts, developers, data scientists and 
PMO professionals, we focus exclusively on Commercial & Wholesale Banking, and therefore, bring to our 
clients a deep knowledge of the challenges, operations and best practices in the KYC, Risk Management and 
Lending Domains.

Our solutions leverage AI systems that lead to-

ABOUT US

Improved time
 efficiency

Reduced process 
redundancies

Optimized
costs

Informed
decisions
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The banking industry is facing pressure from regulators, a challenging competitive environment, changing customer expectations and 
outdated technology. 

Some of the challenges faced by commercial lending firms are-

To eliminate these dependencies and make lending systems more process oriented, FocsFI brings to you, solutions that provide AI driven 
recommendations. These recommendations reduce subjectivity and provide support in achieving greater efficiencies and economies 
of scale. 

MAKING COMMERCIAL LENDING SEAMLESS 
THROUGH PROCESSES  

Determination of 
credit worthiness

Assessment of 
counterparty risk

Default risk 
reduction

Continuous portfolio 
monitoring
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Managing and automating spreads are among the biggest customer pain points. 
Every year, banks spend millions of man-hours managing receipts and analysis of 
thousands of financial documents which are required for various purposes such as 
regular loan reviews, prospecting and covenant monitoring. In the millennial digital 
age, the goal is clear- to reduce manual touchpoints while delivering consistent and 
enhanced credit risk management. 

With Quantum, experience a new and efficient way to arrive at credit decisions, 
and be one step ahead of the rest. Quantum is an AI powered spread platform which 
can automatically extract, read and analyse financial statements to give intelligent, 
valuable insights and generate a pitchbook for efficient credit decisioning. 

FINANCIAL SPREADING MADE 
MODERN
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Covenants and Triggers to track and monitor financial 
metrics breaches

Peer Comparison functions based on industry and 
geography

Consolidation to give a holistic view of borrower groups 
with all its subsidiaries

Out of the box templates along with suggestions on the 
most suitable one

Audit Trail, Version Control and data lineage to easily 
trace changes

Standardized workflow which is easily configurable to 
the organization’s needs

HIGHLIGHTS

AI powered spread platform that automates 
tedious data entry

Intelligent insights with footnote adjustments 
within minutes

Automated commentary with ratio, trend and root 
cause analysis

Self-learning and improving capability for better 
data quality

Seamless integration capability across systems 
and data providers

Sales Pitchbook with loan products’ 
recommendations and an incisive look into the 
company’s financial health

Projections and Stress Test for financial 
forecasting that might affect the company’s 
operating and credit performance
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BUSINESS ARCHITECTURE DIAGRAM
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“Any sufficiently 
advanced technology is 
indistinguishable from 

magic.” 

- Clarke’s Third Law



The day-to-day challenges faced by businesses today are far more complex than 
ever before. With the advancement of technology, every business is trying to use 
the latest technology in order to reduce the struggle. No area is more critical in the 
digital transformation journey than streamlined document management. The ever-
increasing migration of organizations to digital systems places a high demand for a 
platform that manages digital documents effectively. 

Airbin is a document management solution designed for credit and financial services
ecosystem. It utilizes supervised machine learning and Artificial Intelligence for 
document classification and auto cataloguing. It supports security and version control 
along with credit workflow management and deal package formulation.

THE DOCUMENT 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM OF 
THE FUTURE
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Rule-based document checklist for loan lifecycle to 
avoid missing out on critical documents

Interactive and intuitive analytics dashboard with a 
holistic view of customer’s documents

Audit trail and version control for maintenance of 
past records of files and folders 

Security control to keep content protected

Template creation for folder structures to maintain 
standardization 

Document handling capability to merge multiple files 
into a single document with identification of nature 
of document through text recognition by OCR

HIGHLIGHTS

Auto cataloguing allows automatic recognition, 
intelligent organization and storage of files

Smart search that leverages custom metadata, 
document ID’s and smart tags 

Bar code recognition for physical file tracking

Seamless integration capability across systems and 
data providers

On premise deployment and cloud storage to upload 
single or multiple files 

Customizable credit workflow structure and setup 
for multi-level approvals
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BUSINESS ARCHITECTURE DIAGRAM
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Where 
agility meets 

intelligence



The most comprehensive, end to end lending solution that caters to all commercial 
lending needs through a digital transformation platform. Planck combines a unified, 
relationship-centric view of borrower’s deal packaging with powerful portfolio 
management capability. The system addresses workflow management needs for the 
entire lending process and ensures compliance with regulatory requirements.

END-TO-END DEAL 
MANAGEMENT PROCESS 
MADE SEAMLESS AND 
CUSTOMER FRIENDLY
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MAJOR CHALLENGES ACROSS LENDING

In order to combat these challenges, Financial Institutions need to balance growth, profitability, efficiency and risk management and 
they can achieve this balance with Planck.

High turnaround time for 
onboarding, approval, and 
disbursement

Complex risk calculation and 
collateral management

Document-intensive and 
disjointed processes

Correctly identifying and 
mapping collateral owner and 
guarantee providers

Deal structuring with individual 
entity level and group entity 
level for all loan types

Capture and process complex 
relationships, such as 
cross guarantees or cross 
collateralization
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Maintenance of collaterals and guarantees 
across multiple business lines

Analytics dashboard with 3600 
view and report generation

Proactive and continuous 
portfolio monitoring

Product package with a tiered 
facility structure

All-inclusive limit 
management & servicing

HIGHLIGHTS

Modular, scalable, highly adaptable 
and configurable platform

Seamless integration 
capability

Deal creation and structuring

Compliance readiness

Intelligent underwriting and 
analysis
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BUSINESS ARCHITECTURE DIAGRAM
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Where 
insight 
meets 
innovation 



It’s one issue to ensure KYC compliance, it’s an all-together greater issue to deliver 
compliance in a manner that is cost-effective, scalable and doesn’t unduly burden 
the customer. Clyc harnesses the power of AI and smart case management to allow 
financial institutions manage KYC commitments with reduced costs. 

Its advanced reporting and workflow capabilities offer support in complying to 
regulatory demands. The platform is built on open APIs that can integrate with in- 
house compliance and finance systems to provide a 3600 client KYC dashboard for 
quick decisioning.

A NEW AND EASY WAY 
FOR MANAGING KYC 
COMMITMENTS
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HIGHLIGHTS
Touchless data entry leveraging NLP and extraction 
of meta data

Automated execution of screening of name and 
negative news and AI/ ML led disposition

UBO setup with rich KYC profiles and automated BO 
checks

Customer identification and automated verification 
services

Analytics based rules for case management and 
standardized workflow for KYC Ops team

Robust dashboards to support drill down KRIs and 
enable rapid user decisions
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“Artificial Intelligence will 
disrupt all industries. Don’t be 

left behind.” 

- Dave Waters



Contact us to
know more

FOCSFI Americas
Building 1, Suite A
Iselin New Jersey USA 07410
Tel +1 732 500 0000
Email: Clientservices@focsfi.com

FOCSFI India
Hyderabad Office
Hitech City Rd, Jaihind Enclave, Madhapur
Hyderabad, Telangana INDIA 500081
Tel: +91 40 6600 0000

Kolkata Office
56 Ballygunge Road Kolkata,
West Bengal, INDIA 700019
Tel: +91 981 500 0000
Email: Clientservices.india@focsfi.com

www.focsfi.com

info@focsfi.com

@focsfi

Info Focsfi


